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Accurate navigation depends on a network of neural systems that encode the
moment-to-moment changes in an animal’s directional orientation and location in space.
Within this navigation system are head direction (HD) cells, which fire persistently when
an animal’s head is pointed in a particular direction (Sharp et al., 2001a; Taube, 2007). HD
cells are widely thought to underlie an animal’s sense of spatial orientation, and research
over the last 25+ years has revealed that this robust spatial signal is widely distributed
across subcortical and cortical limbic areas. The purpose of the present review is to
summarize some of the recent studies arguing that the origin of the HD signal resides
subcortically, specifically within the reciprocal connections of the dorsal tegmental and
lateral mammillary nuclei. Furthermore, we review recent work identifying “bursting”
cellular activity in the HD cell circuit after lesions of the vestibular system, and relate these
observations to the long held view that attractor network mechanisms underlie HD signal
generation. Finally, we summarize anatomical and physiological work suggesting that this
attractor network architecture may reside within the tegmento-mammillary circuit.
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INTRODUCTION
Accurate navigation depends on knowledge of current spatial
position and direction (Gallistel, 1990). Precisely how this infor-
mation is represented in the mammalian brain is not entirely
understood, although it is widely believed that the basic struc-
ture of a map-like representation, which contains the spatial
relationships between landmarks and objects within the imme-
diate environment, is formed in the limbic system (O’Keefe and
Nadel, 1978; McNaughton et al., 1996, 2006). An animal’s posi-
tion within this neural map is thought to arise from the reciprocal
connections of areas within the parahippocampal-hippocampal
region; a notion that follows from the fact that this circuitry
contains neurons that represent an animal’s location in an envi-
ronment (Moser et al., 2008), as well as neurons that encode the
animal’s orientation (Taube, 2007). For instance, the hippocam-
pal CA region contains neurons that discharge as an animal passes
through specific locations within an environment (Figure 1A,
left) (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). In the parahippocampal
cortex, neurons also encode an animal’s environmental location,
although these cells differ from hippocampal “place cells” because
some cells discharge in multiple locations forming interlocking
equilateral triangles (Figure 1A, middle) (Hafting et al., 2005),
and others fire in relation to the boundaries of an environment
(Figure 1A, right) (Savelli et al., 2008; Solstad et al., 2008). These
parahippocampal neurons—referred to as “grid cells” and “bor-
der cells,” respectively—were first identified within the medial
entorhinal cortex (Hafting et al., 2005; Sargolini et al., 2006;
Savelli et al., 2008; Solstad et al., 2008), but have also been identi-
fied within the subicular complex (subiculum, Lever et al., 2009;
pre- and parasubiculum, Boccara et al., 2010).

In addition to the neural signals representing spatial location,
a fourth class of spatially responsive cells, called “head direction
(HD) cells” (Figure 1B), provide information regarding an ani-
mal’s directional orientation in space, and are thought to underlie
our sense of direction (Ranck, 1984; Taube et al., 1990a). This
view is derived from the fact that because different HD cells are
best-tuned to different directions, a small ensemble of these cells
can accurately track the moment-to-moment changes in an ani-
mal’s HD over time (Johnson et al., 2005). HD cells coexist with
grid cells and border cells in parahippocampal (medial entorhi-
nal, pre- and parasubicular) cortical areas (Sargolini et al., 2006;
Boccara et al., 2010). In addition, HD cells have been identified
throughout the limbic system including many structures within
the classical Papez circuit (Papez, 1937; reviewed in Taube, 2007).
Over the last two decades, a significant amount of research has
broadened our understanding of the functional organization of
this HD cell system, as well as how the HD signal is generated
within subcortical and parahippocampal circuits. The purpose of
the present review is to summarize these findings and specifically
address some of the issues concerning their network organization
and the mechanisms underlying their generation.

HIERARCHICAL ORGANIZATION OF HD CELL CIRCUITRY
Although the HD cell signal is distributed across a wide range of
brain regions, many of these structures are highly interconnected
forming a complicated circuit with many reciprocal connec-
tions (see Figure 2). There is now considerable evidence that this
interconnected circuit of HD cells is organized in a relatively
hierarchical scheme (Taube, 2007). For instance, lesion studies
have demonstrated that damage to cortical HD cell areas do not
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Color-coded rate maps for a hippocampal place cell, a
medial entorhinal grid cell and a medial entorhinal border cell (Red,
maximum firing rate; blue, minimum firing rate). (B) Firing rate by HD
plots for representative HD cells recorded in the postsubiculum (PoS),
anterodorsal thalamus (ADN), and lateral mammillary nuclei (LMN).

The place cell in panel (A) is based on data from Calton et al. (2003),
and the grid and border cells are from Clark et al. (2011). The
plots in (B) are based on data from Clark et al. (2010) (for ADN),
Stackman and Taube (1998) (for LMN), and Taube et al. (1990a)
(for PoS).

abolish HD signal generation within subcortical structures, while
lesions of subcortical HD cell regions generally abolish directional
activity in cortical circuits (Table 1). The first study to provide
evidence for this general principal of HD circuit organization
came from Goodridge and Taube (1997) in which the anterodor-
sal thalamus was lesioned and cellular activity was recorded in the
postsubiculum. In general, lesions of the anterodorsal thalamus
completely abolished HD cell activity in the postsubiculum—
a finding that has recently been replicated in preliminary work
showing that similar lesions abolish HD cell activity in the para-
subiculum and the superficial layers of the medial entorhinal
cortex (Clark et al., 2011). In contrast, lesions of the postsubicu-
lum do not disrupt HD signal generation in subcortical structures
(Goodridge and Taube, 1997; Yoder and Taube, 2008), suggesting
that descending cortical input to subcortical HD cell areas plays

a more limited role in HD cell processing. Much of the work that
has focused on lesioning cortical structures and monitoring HD
cell activity in subcortical areas is consistent with this notion (see
Table 1). However, the ability of visual landmark cues to control
HD cell tuning is most significantly disrupted after damage to the
postsubiculum (see Yoder et al., 2011a for review). The early work
by Goodridge and Taube (1997) suggested that the postsibucu-
lum might integrate this visual information into the HD circuit
and more generally into the MEC and hippocampus (Calton
et al., 2003). Recent preliminary work suggests (Yoder and Taube,
2008) that landmark information is also conveyed subcortically
to HD cells in the lateral mammillary nuclei via direct projections
from the postsubiculum. Indeed, the lateral mammillary nuclei
may serve as one important node where landmark information
is integrated with idiothetic information. In accordance with the
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FIGURE 2 | Circuit diagram showing the principle connections

between brain regions containing place cells (yellow), grid cells (red),

border cells (blue), HD cells (green), and angular velocity cells (orange)

(Sharp et al., 2001a; Taube and Bassett, 2003; Taube, 2007). Arrows
indicate excitatory projections, and lines that end with a bar represent
inhibitory projections. ADN, anterodorsal thalamus; AVN, anteroventral
thalamus; DTN, dorsal tegmental nucleus; HPC, hippocampus; LDN,
laterodorsal thalamus; LMN, lateral mammillary nuclei; MEC, medial
entorhinal cortex; MVN, medial vestibular nuclei; NPH, nucleus prepositus
hypoglossi; PaS, parasubiculum; PoS, postsubiculum; RSP, retrosplenial
cortex; SGN, supragenual nucleus.

working model presented in Figure 2, damage to the postsubicu-
lum may abolish directional activity in the medial entorhinal
cortex as well as landmark control over other spatial signals within
this region, given that it provides one of the most prominent
inputs to this region (van Haeften et al., 1997; Kerr et al., 2007)

and that postsubicular lesions disrupt landmark control in CA1
place cells (Calton et al., 2003).

Supporting the general conclusion that HD signal genera-
tion resides subcortically, several studies have shown that lesions
centered on structures upstream of the anterior thalamus also
eliminate directional tuning downstream (Table 1). Specifically,
bilateral damage of the dorsal tegmental or lateral mammil-
lary nuclei abolishes HD cell activity in the anterodorsal tha-
lamus (Blair et al., 1998, 1999; Bassett et al., 2007). Further,
lateral mammillary lesions abolish HD tuning in the postsubicu-
lum, parasubiculum, and medial entorhinal cortex (Sharp and
Koester, 2008). Again, lesions of the anterodorsal thalamus com-
pletely abolish directional tuning throughout the parahippocam-
pal region, collectively indicating that given the known anatomy
of these areas (see Taube, 2007 for review), the flow of infor-
mation within the HD system likely follows a path from dorsal
tegmental nucleus → lateral mammillary nuclei → anterodorsal
thalamus → parahippocampal/retrosplenial cortex.

VESTIBULAR INPUT, “BURSTY” CELLS, AND ATTRACTOR
NETWORK HYPOTHESES OF HD SIGNAL GENERATION
HD cells are strongly influenced by external and internally gener-
ated sources of information (Taube, 2007). For instance, external
cues such as visual landmarks can control HD cell tuning such
that a change in the orientation of a landmark can induce a similar
change in the preferred directions of HD cells. In other words, HD
cell preferred firing directions tend to shift in the same direction
and angular distance as landmarks (Taube et al., 1990b; Taube,
1995). Although landmark information exerts a strong influence
on HD cells, the directional firing preference of HD cells can
be maintained even when familiar external cues are eliminated,
such as in darkness or in novel environments (Taube and Burton,
1995; Goodridge et al., 1998; Stackman et al., 2003; Yoder et al.,
2011b). This finding suggests that internally generated informa-
tion, or idiothetic cues (i.e., vestibular, proprioception, and motor
efference), can be utilized to keep track of changes in directional
heading over time, a process often referred to as angular path inte-
gration. The precise sensory mechanisms underlying angular path
integration are unclear, however, it was suggested very early on
that the vestibular system might play a particularly important role
in this process (Potegal, 1982; Taube et al., 1990b; McNaughton
et al., 1991). This view follows from the simple fact that angu-
lar head velocity—a product of the mechanical properties of the
semicircular canals, which are sensitive to head acceleration—
can be integrated over time to yield angular displacement, as has
been demonstrated in occulomotor pathways (Robinson, 1989).
An estimate of current HD can, therefore, be accomplished by
a vector summation of the angular displacement and the ani-
mal’s previous HD. McNaughton et al. (1991) provided the first
computational model that captured this notion and subsequent
models (e.g., Skaggs et al., 1995; Redish et al., 1996; Zhang, 1996)
have expanded on this basic principal using continuous attractor
networks (Figure 3). In these models, HD cells are conceptu-
ally arranged in a ring corresponding to their preferred firing
directions. Cells with preferred directions that have overlapping
directional firing ranges share excitatory connections and cells
with greatly different preferred directions inhibit each other. This
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Table 1 | Summary of lesion results involving the HD cell circuit.

Lesion area Recording location HD signal Landmark Idiothetic Reference

Vestibular labyrinth Anterodorsal thalamus No – – Stackman and Taube, 1997

Postsubiculum No – – Stackman et al., 2002

Supragenual nuclei Anterodorsal thalamus No – – Clark et al., unpublished

observations

Dorsal tegmental nuclei Anterodorsal thalamus No – – Bassett et al., 2007

Lateral mammillary nuclei Anterodorsal thalamus No – – Blair et al., 1998; Bassett et al., 2007

Postsubiculum No – – Sharp and Koester, 2008

Parasubiculum No – – Sharp and Koester, 2008

Medial entorhinal cortex No – – Sharp and Koester, 2008

Anterodorsal thalamus Postsubiculum No – – Goodridge and Taube, 1997

Parasubiculum No – – Clark et al., 2011

Medial entorhinal cortex No – – Clark et al., 2011

Laterodorsal thalamus Postsubiculum Yes OK Not tested Golob et al., 1998

Postsubiculum Anterodorsal thalamus Yes Impaired Mildly impaired Goodridge and Taube, 1997

Lateral mammillary nuclei Yes Impaired Not tested Yoder and Taube, 2008

Retrosplenial cortex Anterodorsal thalamus Yes Mildly impaired OK Clark et al., 2010

Medial entorhinal cortex Anterodorsal thalamus Yes OK OK Clark and Taube, 2011

Hippocampus Anterodorsal thalamus Yes OK Impaired Golob and Taube, 1997, 1999

Postsubiculum Yes OK Impaired Golob and Taube, 1997, 1999

Parietal cortex Anterodorsal thalamus Yes OK Mildly impaired Calton et al., 2008

Medial entorhinal cortex Yes Not tested Not tested Whitlock et al., 2010

For each lesion the table shows whether: (1) the HD signal is present, (2) landmark cue control is affected (as judged by the ability of the HD cell to shift its preferred

direction following visual cue rotation), and (3) idiothetic cue processing (i.e., vestibular or motor) is affected (as judged by the ability of the HD cell to maintain a

stable preferred direction as the animal locomotes in darkness and when locomoting from a familiar to a novel environment). Note: if no HD cells were identified

following the lesion, then it was not possible to assess landmark or idiothetic cue processing.

neural architecture forms a sustained “hill” of excitation centered
on the animal’s current HD. This activity hill is observed as a
burst of firing when the animal’s HD passes through the cell’s pre-
ferred firing direction during a head turn. Angular head velocity
information is commonly used to move the hill of activity around
to different directions depending on changes to the animal’s HD
(this process is typically modeled through an additional ring of
neurons that conjunctively encodes HD and angular head veloc-
ity; see Figure 3). A specific consequence of removing angular
head velocity input is an activity hill that no longer moves along
the ring in register with the animal’s HD. Instead, the hill moves
in different directions at different rates depending on the remain-
ing inputs that convey information about current heading (e.g.,
visual and motor). In other words, neurons within the network
would fire in bursts, as if the animal is passing its head through
each cell’s preferred firing direction. This latter feature of attrac-
tor networks, which we have termed “bursting” activity, forms an
important prediction especially when considered with the lesion
studies described below.

The hypothesis that vestibular information is critical for
HD signal processing was first tested in a study conducted by
Stackman and Taube (1997) in which anterodorsal thalamus HD
cells were recorded before and after sodium arsanilate lesions
of the vestibular system—a neurotoxic lesion technique that
destroys hair cells throughout the vestibular labyrinth (Chen
et al., 1986). In general, lesions of the peripheral vestibular sys-
tem completely abolished directional activity in the anterodorsal

thalamus of rats (Figure 4A). Surprisingly, the absence of HD cell
activity persisted for up to 3 months (the post-lesion time period
in which cell recording was monitored), strongly indicating that
other sensory systems (e.g., vision or motor) were not capable
of compensating for the loss of vestibular input, despite the fact
that these cues can gain strong control over directional tuning
(Goodridge et al., 1998; Stackman et al., 2003). An additional sur-
prising result was the fact that Stackman and Taube did not detect
burst firing in isolated units that had previously been modulated
by HD. In other words, HD cells did not appear to “turn into”
bursty cells following the neurotoxic lesions. As noted above,
the significance of this result is derived from predictions of ring
attractor models, in which an attractor that is uncoupled from
its angular updating inputs should have the appearance of HD
cell activity, but cell firing would be uncorrelated with the ani-
mal’s HD. Because the activity hill would move around the ring
attractor in random directions and at varying rates, the activity
of a single cell recorded from such a network would resemble
intermittent bursts of activity. Stackman and Taube identified
some anterodorsal thalamus neurons that exhibited intermittent
bursts of activity (e.g., Figure 4C), but because the spatial and
behavioral correlates of these cells were not determined before
the lesion, and because identified HD cells failed to display burst
activity after lesions were produced, the authors argued against
this interpretation.

Subsequent work by Stackman et al. (2002) replicated the
general finding that vestibular input is necessary for HD cell
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Components of a typical attractor network model of HD
signal generation (e.g., Skaggs et al., 1995; Redish et al., 1996; McNaughton
et al., 2006). In general, most attractor network models conceptually arrange
HD cells in a circle or ring with each HD cell (colored circles) positioned
according to their corresponding preferred tuning direction. Each HD cell
sends strong excitatory axons to nearby neurons, and weaker excitatory
inputs to more distant neurons. Inhibitory projections (not shown) within the
network limit net activity resulting in a focused point, or a “hill”, of high
activity (warm colors). Movement of the activity hill corresponding to an
animal’s head movements is achieved by two additional neural signals: one

that is sensitive to changes in an animal’s angular head velocity (AHV) (gray
circle), and another that conjunctively encodes current HD × AHV (black
circle). These latter cells are either sensitive to right head turns and project to
the right of the outer ring to which they receive input, or are sensitive to
leftward head turns and project to the left of the ring to which they receive
input. (B) Following a head turn, conjunctive HD × AHV cells drive the activity
hill in the appropriate HD. For example, a right head turn would engage HD ×
AHV neurons that are specifically sensitive to clockwise head turns (solid
arrows). These neurons would in turn activate HD cells to the right of the hill
and drive activity to the animal’s current HD.

generation, but instead utilized tetrodotoxin to temporarily inac-
tivate vestibular hair cells. In short, postsubicular HD cells were
recorded before and after vestibular inactivation, and consistent
with the earlier study, were found to be completely non-
directional during inactivation. Interestingly, vestibular inactiva-
tion also disrupted the location-specific firing of hippocampal

place cells (see also Russell et al., 2003), indicating that both HD
and place cell systems require vestibular input. Because it appears
that grid cells require input from HD cells in the anterodor-
sal thalamus (Clark et al., 2011), disrupting the HD signal via
vestibular manipulations would also likely disrupt grid cell fir-
ing patterns in MEC and other limbic areas. The results of
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Responses of anterodorsal thalamic HD cells to sodium
arsanilate lesions of the vestibular labyrinth (from Stackman and Taube,
1997). In general, disruption of the vestibular labyrinth abolished HD tuning
shortly after the lesion and persisted up to 96 h after the lesion during
which the cell was monitored. (B,C) 3D plot of firing rate and HD as a
function of time in epochs of 5 s duration of a distinct anterodorsal thalamic
HD cell recorded before vestibular lesion (B) and a non-directional
anterodorsal thalamic burst cell recorded after vestibular lesion (C). For
both plots, unit activity was recorded over 8 min sessions, during which the
rat foraged in a cylindrical apparatus. The post-lesion bursty cell depicted in
(C) exhibited a characteristic pattern of intermittent high firing rate events
that were neither related to the rat’s HD nor temporally organized. Plots in
(A–C) are modified from Stackman and Taube (1997).

Stackman et al. (2002), however, did not shed light on the issue of
why burst activity was absent in their recordings after vestibular
disruption. Moreover, because inactivation and permanent lesion
techniques produce a general disruption to hair cells throughout
the vestibular labyrinth (Chen et al., 1986), and even produce
some damage to the 8th cranial nerve (Anniko and Wersäll, 1976),

it remained unclear exactly where the origin of the impairments
resided in the vestibular system.

The vestibular labyrinth is composed of the semicircular canals
and the otolith organs, which provide information regarding
angular and linear head acceleration, respectively. In an attempt
to determine which of these vestibular components are essential
for HD signal generation, Muir et al. (2009) occluded the semi-
circular canals bilaterally in chinchillas, a species of rodent that
has large and easily accessible semicircular canals. Overall, the
authors reported that anterodorsal thalamic HD cells recorded
before semicircular canal occlusion lost all semblance of direc-
tional responding after occlusion. Importantly, and in contrast
with the results of Stackman and Taube (1997), Muir et al.
found that HD cells displayed bursty activity after semicircular
canal occlusion. These “bursty” cells had the appearance of HD
cells passing through their preferred directions when listened to
through a loudspeaker, but unlike HD cells, they were completely
uncorrelated with the animal’s HD, even at brief time intervals
(Figure 5). Bursty cells also showed very little accommodation,
and were non-periodic; they fired in random intervals through-
out the recording session. Thus, it was postulated that bursting
activity represented HD cells that were disconnected from their
primary driving input (i.e., vestibular), and in contrast to the
results of Stackman and Taube (1997), these findings appeared
to support the attractor network scheme of HD circuit organiza-
tion. This general conclusion was also substantiated by a number
of additional observations. First, the duration of bursting activ-
ity was dependent on movement velocity—with faster rotations
resulting in shorter burst durations, a finding that corresponds
to normal HD cells as they pass through their preferred firing
directions. Second, the percentage of spikes during bursts and the
percentage of samples that contained bursts were similar between
bursty cells and HD cells. Finally, in sessions in which two bursty
cells were recorded simultaneously, the temporal order in which
the bursts occurred was contingent on the animal’s direction of
rotation (Figures 5C and 6), just as an attractor network would
predict. This latter observation is particularly interesting because
it suggests that the general network organization remained intact
following canal occlusion.

In a complimentary study conducted by Yoder and Taube
(2009) that investigated the role of the otolith organs in HD cell
activity, anterodorsal thalamic activity was monitored in otoco-
nia deficient tilted mice (Lane, 1986), a transgenic mouse line that
specifically have a disrupted sense of linear acceleration and head
tilt. Surprisingly, Yoder and Taube (2009) identified a number
of directionally tuned cells in the anterodorsal thalamus of tilted
mice. For the most part, however, these HD cells demonstrated
less robust directional firing compared to control mice, and
were in many cases directionally unstable during recording ses-
sions (i.e., the preferred direction of cells would drift over time).
Consistent with Muir et al. a small number of bursty cells were
identified in tilted mice, but not in control mice. Importantly,
bursty cell activity was not observed simultaneously with neu-
rons displaying sharp directional tuning, and the temporal order
of simultaneously recorded bursty cells remained in register with
one another depending on the direction of head rotation. This
latter observation again supports the conclusion that the network
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FIGURE 5 | Firing of normal HD and bursty cells over time (red

histogram) relative to the chinchilla’s HD (black line) for portions of an

8 min recording session in a high-walled gray cylinder (left panels).

Corresponding firing rate × HD plots (right panels) for the cell shown at the
left. (A) HD cell from a control chinchilla. The dotted line (left panel)
represents the cell’s preferred firing direction at ∼270◦ and this cell
consistently fired at a high rate whenever the animal’s head pointed at 270◦
(i.e., when the dotted line intersects the HD plot). The firing rate × HD plot
for the control chinchilla (right panel) shows a clear, single-peaked function at
∼270◦ that matches the preferred firing direction in the plot at left.
(B,C) Bursty cells from canal-plugged chinchillas. Note that the bursty cell in

(B) fired in bursts similar to an HD cell in a control animal, but there was no
consistent relationship between the animal’s HD and the occurrence of
bursts. This absence of a relationship is particularly evident in the bursty cell’s
irregular firing rate × HD function (right panel). (C) The plot on the left shows
two simultaneously recorded bursty cells (cell 1, red; cell 2, blue). As in
(B), the duration of the burst was related to the velocity of the animal’s head
movement for both cells shown. In addition, the order of firing for the two
cells was dependent upon the direction of movement (i.e., CW vs. CCW),
where the animal was making almost exclusively CW movements during the
periods of rapid rotation shown. The firing rate × HD plot for cell 2 is shown
in the right panel. Panels (A–C) are from Muir et al. (2009).

organization remained intact, but accurate updating via veloc-
ity information was specifically impaired. Together, the results
of Yoder and Taube suggested that the otolith organs were not
necessary for the generation of the directional signal, but are
critical for their stability and the robustness of the signal. Thus,
when considered with the canal-plugging findings of Muir et al.,
the experiments suggest that only the semicircular canals are
necessary for HD cell generation in the anterodorsal thalamus.

The bursty activity identified in the experiments by Muir et al.
and in Yoder and Taube provided strong support for the attrac-
tor network hypothesis. Nevertheless, the failure to identify bursty
activity in populations of HD cells after vestibular damage, as was
the case in the Stackman and Taube (1997) study, has posed a
challenge to this general conclusion. Muir et al. (2009) argued
that the difference between these studies might be related to the
amount of time between vestibular damage and cellular record-
ing. While Stackman and Taube (1997) continued their recording
sessions shortly after sodium arsanilate damage (1 h), Muir et al.

waited 1–2 weeks for recovery before anterodorsal thalamic neu-
rons were reassessed for directional activity. Stackman and Taube
continued recording cellular activity within the anterodorsal tha-
lamus for up to 96 h after the lesion, but in no cases were bursty
cells recorded within this time period. This difference may be rel-
evant because secondary vestibular neurons, which normally have
high resting firing rates (mean: ∼35 spikes/s), return to only 50%
of their baseline-firing rate after vestibular labyrinthectomy, and
tonic activity of these neurons returns to pre-lesion levels only
after 1 week (Ris and Godaux, 1998). Thus, Stackman and Taube
monitored HD cell activity during a period of depressed tonic
activity within the vestibular nuclei, suggesting that tonic firing
by secondary vestibular neurons might underlie bursting activity.

GENERATIVE CIRCUIT WITHIN THE HD CELL SYSTEM
The work summarized thus far suggests that HD cells likely
adopt bursty firing characteristics following vestibular interven-
tions (Muir et al., 2009; Yoder and Taube, 2009). Preliminary
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FIGURE 6 | The direction of the animal’s movement strongly predicted

the order of cell firing when pairs of HD or bursty cells were recorded

simultaneously (HD, solid black line). Two different episodes are shown
for the same pair of cells. During an episode when the animal made CCW
turns (top), cell 1 (dark gray fill) fired a burst before cell 2 (light gray fill). In
contrast, during an episode with CW head turns (bottom), cell 1 fired after
cell 2. Plots in (A,B) are from Muir et al., 2009.

work from our laboratory has also corroborated these observa-
tions following lesions of putative vestibular relay centers such as
the supragenual nucleus (Clark and Taube, unpublished observa-
tions). In contrast to these studies, however, Bassett et al. (2007) did
not identify bursting activity in the anterodorsal thalamus of ani-
mals with bilateral lesions of the dorsal tegmental nuclei or lateral
mammillary nuclei (see also Blair et al., 1998, 1999). Expanding
on the interpretation that bursty activity after vestibular damage
reflects an attractor network uncoupled from external vestibular
input, these latter observations may constitute evidence that the
HD signal and an attractor-based architecture resides in the recip-
rocal connectivity of the dorsal tegmental and lateral mammillary
nuclei (Allen and Hopkins, 1989; Hayakawa and Zyo, 1989; Taube,
1998, 2007; Sharp et al., 2001a; Blair and Sharp, 2002).

The earliest support for the hypothesis above came from
studies showing that both the lateral mammillary and dorsal

tegmental nuclei contain populations of HD cells (Blair et al.,
1998; Stackman and Taube, 1998; Sharp et al., 2001b), although
with relatively smaller proportions reported in the dorsal tegmen-
tal nuclei compared to other diencephalic and telencephalic
structures (reviewed in Taube and Bassett, 2003). Several anatom-
ical studies also support the hypothesis, as both regions occupy
a pivotal position between vestibular and landmark processing
systems. Most notable among the vestibular system projections
are the supragenual nuclei and nucleus prepositus hypoglossi
(Figure 2; Brown et al., 2005; Biazoli et al., 2006); the latter of
these two regions is thought to be the site of the neural integra-
tor for the vestibulo-occular reflex (Robinson, 1989). Projections
stemming from the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi are largely
restricted to the dorsal tegmental nuclei (Brown et al., 2005;
Biazoli et al., 2006), whereas output from the supragenual nuclei
reaches all levels of the tegmento-mammillary pathway. These lat-
ter projections, however, are topographically organized such that
output to the lateral mammillary nucleus is directed mostly ipsi-
lateral, and output to the dorsal tegmental nucleus is directed
largely to the contralateral side (Biazoli et al., 2006). The lat-
eral mammillary nuclei also receive prominent projections from
the postsubiculum (Shibata, 1989), suggesting that landmark
information is integrated at this subcortical level (Yoder et al.,
2011a).

Perhaps the strongest support for the hypothesis above comes
from the findings that both the dorsal tegmental and lateral mam-
millary nuclei contain neurons sensitive to an animal’s angular
head velocity (Figure 7) (Blair et al., 1998; Stackman and Taube,
1998; Bassett and Taube, 2001; Sharp et al., 2001b). Indeed, ∼75%
of the neurons in the dorsal tegmental nuclei code for angu-
lar head velocity, suggesting that the structure has a prominent
role in self-movement cue processing. Bassett and Taube (2001)
observed two types of angular velocity cells in this region: one
that increased its firing rate proportionately to the speed to which
the animal turned its head in either direction (Figure 7A) (i.e.,
clockwise or counterclockwise), and another that fires only when
an animal turns its head in one direction (Figures 7B,C). These
cells were termed symmetric and asymmetric angular velocity
cells, respectively. While the symmetric subtype accounted for
∼50% of the total cells in the dorsal tegmental nuclei, asymmet-
ric angular velocity neurons accounted for ∼25% of the total

FIGURE 7 | An example of a symmetric angular head velocity cell is shown in (A) and representative examples of asymmetric angular head velocity

cells are shown in (B,C). Clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise (CCW) directions are as indicated. Plots in (A–C) are from Bassett and Taube (2001).
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population. Interestingly, most asymmetric cells were localized
in the hemisphere opposite the preferred tuning direction, sug-
gesting some lateralization of cellular activity within the HD cell
circuit. Angular velocity cells within the lateral mammillary nuclei
constitute a smaller overall percentage (∼43%) compared to the
dorsal tegmental nuclei (∼75%), however only the symmetric
variety is found within this region. Furthermore, the properties of
angular velocity cells are very similar between both brain regions.
Asymmetric coding of angular velocity cells is consistent with the
early ring attractor models, but the findings of symmetric sub-
types have not received similar attention (but see Stratton et al.,
2010). Given the high proportion of symmetric cells, future com-
putational work should include networks with both asymmetric
and symmetric subtypes.

One important issue to consider here is how the angular head
velocity signal is derived within the tegmento-mammillary cir-
cuit? It is widely assumed that this signal is generated in large
part from the vestibular system, and preliminary data from our
laboratory appears to support this view, i.e., tetrodotoxin inac-
tivation of the vestibular labyrinth significantly reduces angu-
lar head velocity sensitivity of neurons in the dorsal tegmental
nucleus (Kosty and Taube, unpublished observations). Sharp
et al. (2001b) demonstrated, however, that some angular veloc-
ity cells become “silent” when an animal is passively rotated
while being handled by the experimenter. Although Sharp et al.
reported that this was the case for only 5 of the 12 identi-
fied angular velocity cells in the study, this finding suggests that
other sources of self-movement signals may play a role in gen-
erating angular velocity sensitivity. Subsequent work by Sharp
et al. (2006) suggested that direct projections from the lateral
habenula/interpeduncular nucleus to the dorsal tegmental nuclei
might constitute a non-vestibular (motor) pathway. This possi-
bility is supported by the identification of small proportions of
angular and linear velocity modulated neurons in the habenula
and interpeduncular nucleus (Sharp et al., 2006), as well as the
finding that damage to the interpeduncular nucleus disrupts HD
cell stability in the anterodorsal thalamus (Clark et al., 2009).

The possibility that the tegmento-mammillary circuit is the
site of HD signal generation is also particularly attractive when
considering the architecture of an attractor network. As noted
above, network models typically rely on a set of recurrent exci-
tatory connections to sustain the activity hill in a stable state (see
Figure 3). They also rely on inhibitory connections to prevent the
excitation of cells outside the current firing direction. The lat-
eral mammillary and dorsal tegmental nuclei could conceivably
contain this type of architecture because the dorsal tegmen-
tal nuclei to lateral mammillary nuclei projections are largely
inhibitory (Gonzalo-Ruiz et al., 1993; Wirtshafter and Stratford,
1993), and the reciprocal projections are excitatory (Figure 2)
(Hayakawa and Zyo, 1990). This pattern of connectivity has lent
itself well to the interpretation that projecting neurons in the
lateral mammillary region, presumably from HD cells, activate
their inhibitory targets in the dorsal tegmental nuclei, which con-
sequently inhibit their out-of-direction neighbors (Sharp et al.,
2001a). Given that the reciprocal connections of the dorsal
tegmental nuclei and nucleus prepositus hypoglossi also have an
inhibitory/excitatory relationship, a similar conceptual scheme

could be arranged between these nuclei as well. Nevertheless, very
little is known about neural activity in the rodent nucleus preposi-
tus in freely-moving animals [cf., McFarland and Fuchs, 1992,
recorded from head fixed monkeys that were passively rotated
sinusoidally and/or had to eye track a small target that moved
horizontally. The authors found three types of neurons—two of
which responded with eye movements, but were insensitive to
vestibular stimulation, and a third type which was sensitive to
both eye movement and vestibular stimulation]. Thus, whether
this structure plays a significant role in HD signal computations
is presently unclear.

Another theoretical prediction made by attractor models is
the notion that conjunctive neurons that code for both HD and
angular head velocity are responsible for driving the activity hill
in the appropriate direction along the ring network (Figure 3).
Consistent with this prediction, studies have identified small pop-
ulations of these conjunctive neurons in the dorsal tegmental
nuclei (11%, Bassett and Taube, 2001; 13%, Sharp et al., 2001b).
However, it is important to point out that these putative conjunc-
tive neurons fired across a broader range of directions and are,
therefore, more coarsely modulated relative to the “classic” HD
cell populations in other brain areas. Thus, it is unclear how such
small populations of coarsely modulated conjunctive cells could
be utilized to accurately update current HD within an attractor
network.

One issue that has remained unexplored is the possibility
that multiple generative circuits exist within the HD cell sys-
tem. For instance, the connectivity within the postsubiculum and
the inhibitory projections from this area could in principal sup-
port an attractor network (van Haeften et al., 1997). Arguing
against this possibility, however, are the findings that neurons
within the postsubiculum provide only a modest representation
of angular head velocity, with ∼10% responding to this move-
ment characteristic (Sharp, 1996). Neurons with angular head
movement correlates have been identified in the rat parietal cor-
tex (McNaughton et al., 1993), but as noted earlier, lesions of
this region do not abolish directional tuning in the anterior tha-
lamus (Calton et al., 2008), and inactivation of the structure
does not impair directional firing “downstream” in the medial
entorhinal cortex (Whitlock et al., 2010). Furthermore, lesions
of the anterodorsal thalamus (Goodridge and Taube, 1997) or
lateral mammillary nuclei (Sharp and Koester, 2008) completely
abolish HD cell tuning in the postsubiculum, with no reports
of bursting activity by postsubicular neurons after these lesions.
This latter finding, in particular, suggests that HD cell generation
most likely follows a path from the vestibular nuclei → supra-
genual/prepositus nuclei → dorsal tegmental nuclei → lateral
mammillary nuclei → anterodorsal → thalamus parahippocam-
pal/retrosplenial cortex.

One potential caveat to the hypotheses outlined above is
the recent work that has identified populations of directionally
tuned neurons in the anteroventral thalamus (Yoganarasimha
et al., 2006; Tsanov et al., 2011); a thalamic region that does not
receive direct input from the lateral mammillary nuclei (Shibata,
1992). The anteroventral thalamus receives one of its major
inputs from the medial mammillary bodies (Shibata, 1992),
which do not contain neurons with HD firing characteristics
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(Sharp and Turner-Williams, 2005). One possibility is that
anteroventral thalamic neurons receive their directional sensi-
tivity through descending inputs from the retrosplenial cortex
(Wyss and van Groen, 1992) or postsubiculum (van Groen
and Wyss, 1990). In this scenario, the pathway would follow
from anterodorsal thalamus → retrosplenial/postsubiculum →
anteroventral thalamus. Alternatively, there could be a direct
intra-thalamic projection from the anterodorsal to anteroventral
region. Although there is no evidence for this latter projec-
tion, these connections are likely difficult to detect with current
anatomical techniques, given that both nuclei lie adjacent to one
another. HD cells have also been identified in the laterodor-
sal thalamus (Mizumori and Williams, 1993), but similar to the
anteroventral thalamus, HD cells have not been identified in the
subcortical afferents to the laterodorsal thalamus (Cooper et al.,
1998) and lesions of the structure do not abolish HD cell activ-
ity in the postsubiculum (Golob et al., 1998). The laterodorsal
nuclei receive large inputs from the retrosplenial cortex (Shibata,
2000) and postsubiculum (van Groen and Wyss, 1990), and again,
it is possible that the HD signal within the laterodorsal thalamus
is conveyed from these regions. Collectively, the studies summa-
rized above suggest that a number of parallel processing pathways
likely exist at the cortical-thalamic level of the HD cell circuit,
which overlays the general hierarchical organization. Future work
should be directed at identifying the critical pathways within
these cortical-thalamic loops, and to better understand the pre-
cise role these parallel pathways play in shaping the HD cell
signal.

CONCLUSIONS
The present review summarized recent work that has been
directed toward understanding the functional organization of the
HD cell system, and much of this work supports three general
conclusions. First, a large body of data strongly suggests that
the HD cell signal is hierarchically organized and is primarily
generated within subcortical circuits. This highly processed direc-
tional signal is then conveyed to cortical and parahippocampal
regions through inputs from the anterior thalamus, including
the anterodorsal thalamus and possibly the anteroventral region.
A second general conclusion is that the identification of bursty
activity within the HD cell network after vestibular damage
appears to support the attractor network hypothesis of HD signal
generation. The strongest evidence for this conclusion is derived
from the fact that the temporal relationship between neurons is
preserved after vestibular damage (Muir et al., 2009; Yoder and
Taube, 2009) and is strongly correlated with an animal’s direction
of movement (i.e., right vs. left turns). Third, the observation of
intermittent burst activity after vestibular damage, but not after
dorsal tegmental or lateral mammillary damage is consistent with
the hypothesis that the attractor architecture resides within the
reciprocal connections of the tegmento-mammillary circuit.
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